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In this paper we introduce a class of homomorphisms between weighted 
convolution algebras which we call standard homomorphisms and derive various 
equivalents of standardness. We also introduce the convergence ideal of a 
homomorphism. We find various descriptions of the convergence ideal together 
with its relation to standardness. We show that every continuous homomorphism 
from a weighted convolution algebra into another weighted convolution algebra, 
with a regulated weight, is standard, and when the algebras have both regulated 
weights the extension of a homomorphism to the weighted measure algebras 
satisfies additional continuity properties. ( I990 Academ,c Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study a class of homomorphisms, which we call 
standard homomorphisms, between certain spaces of functions on 
R+ = [0, co) which are Banach algebras under the convolution product 
f * g(*x)=J;,f(x-f) g(t)&. w e call a homomorphism 4: L’(w,) -+ L’(w,) 
standard, if whenever L’(w,) *f is dense in L’(w,), then L1(w2) * d(f) is 
dense in L1(wz). These standard homomorphisms, first considered in [ 14, 
Theorem 3.101, relate many of the structural features of the algebras, par- 
ticularly their ideal structure. In Section 2 (see Theorem (2.2)) extending 
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the results of [ 141, we give a large number of equivalent characterizations 
of standard homomorphisms. In Section 3 we show that for algebras with 
what Bade and Dales [2] call regulated weights, all non-zero continuous 
homomorphisms are standard, and we discuss the relation of various 
topologies on these algebras. 
Among the many papers which have considered the structure of 
weighted convolution algebras, some that have studied their homo- 
morphisms are [ 15, 2, 6-111. 
If o(.Y) is a locally essentially bounded positive Bore1 function on 
[0, x), then L’(o) is the Banach space of (equivalence classes of) complex 
measurable functions on [0, co) for which the norm ilf[l = l/S/l,, = 
IoX If(t)I o(t) d t is finite, and M(u) is the space of locally finite Bore1 
measures with l/p!) = l: w(t) d I& (t) finite. We often consider L’(w) as a 
closed subspace of M(o) by identifying functions and absolutely con- 
tinuous measures in the usual way. In this paper Q(S) will be called a 
i*,elghr if o(O) = 1; O(X) is right continuous, and w(x + ~3) d w(s) w( ,rs) for 
all x and J (these are the strongly algebraic weights of [14, Defini- 
tion (l.l)]). As shown in [14, Theorem (2.1)], when L’(o) is an algebra 
under convolution, there is no real loss in generality in assuming the weight 
is strongly algebraic. Thus we can isometrically identify M(w) with the 
multiplier algebra of L’(m) and with the dual space of C,(l/o), the 
space of continuous functions .L with lim, _ ,(S(x)/o(.u)) =0 and with 
norm llfll = supi U”(.~)l/w(-u)} see [14, Theorem (2.2); 6, pp. 15&151; 18, 
pp. 303-3061. Each non-zero continuous homomorphism 4 : L’(w , ) -+ 
L’(o,) has a unique extension, which we also call 4, to a homomorphism 
between the corresponding measure algebras [ 14, Theorem (3.4)]. One 
characterization of standardness is that this extension be continuous in the 
strong operator topologies (see Theorem (2.2)(h). When w, is regulated, 
this extension is continuous in the weak*-topologies on M(u,) and M(u?) 
(see Theorem (3.5)). 
As usual, for J’ in L’(u) we let z(f) be the infimum of the support of .f‘ 
(with r(O) = co) and, if cr(f’)=d, we say that f is standard if the closed 
ideal it generates is the srandurd ideal L’(w),= Jg~L~(to):cc(g)>dj. 
Allan [ 1; 16, Theorem A21, p, 1311 has shown that certain f are standard 
in all radical L’(o), and Domar [5] has shown that if w is logarithmically 
convex and satisfies a suitable growth condition, then all elements of L’(o) 
are standard. On the other hand, Dales and McClure [4] construct a 
radical L’(o) with nonstandard elements. The main open question is 
whether all f with a(f)=0 are standard when L’(w) is radical. Suppose 
that 4: L’(w,) -+L’(w*) is a continuous non-zero homomorphism. In 
Theorem (2.2), which extends results from [ 141, we show the close relation 
between standard elements and standard homomorphisms. In particular, if 
all elements of L’(w,) are standard, then $ is standard, while if 4 is non- 
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standard, then L’(o,) must contain a nonstandard f with z(f) = 0. On the 
other hand, we show in Theorem (3.4) that when o2 is a regulated weight, 
4 is standard even though L’(w?) can contain nonstandard elements [4, 
Theorem 2.31. 
2. STANDARD HOMOMORPHISMS 
Suppose that 4: L’(w,) + L’(o:) is a continuous non-zero homo- 
morphism. Under our identification of M(o,) with the multiplier algebra of 
L’(w,), the collection {6,},,0 of point masses is identified with the semi- 
group of right translations. Many of the properties of 4 are closely tied to 
the properties of the semigroup i&6,)) on L’(w,) [14; 7). Let p,= #(S,). 
We call the set 
the conuergence ideal of 4. It is clear that I is an ideal and, since { pI} is 
bounded near 0, I is also a closed ideal. We will see in Theorem (2.4), 
below, that I is the smallest closed ideal in L’(w,) which contains the range 
w4~, )). 
THEOREM (2.2). Suppose that 4: L’(ol) --) L1(oZ) is a continuous non- 
zero homomorphism and that (e,,] ;” is a bounded approximate identity in 
L*(w,) and let ,u, = $(S,) an d er, = #(e,?). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) {u,> is a strongly continuous semigroup on L’(c+). 
(b) There is a non-zero standard g for which lim, _ D p, * g = g. 
(c) The closure of the range of 4 contains a standard non-zero element. 
(d) tj is a standard homomorphism. 
(e) {e;} is a bounded approximate identity for L’(uZ). 
(f) There is a non-zero standard g in L’(o,)for which lim,Z-;c e: * g=g. 
(g) For all h in L’(w,), there exist f in L’(w,) and g in Ll(o,) for 
which h = d(f) * g. 
(h) The extension 4: M(o,) + M(w,) is continuous in the strong 
operator topologies. 
Proof The equivalence of (a), (b), and (c) is given in [ 14, 
Corollary (3.13)], and clearly (d) implies (c). We now show that (a) 
implies (d). It follows from [14, Corollary (3.13)A] that there is some 
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standard f; in L’(ol) with a(f,)=O, and L’(o~) * &f(,) dense. Now let ,f 
be an element in L’(o,) with L’(w,) *f dense in L’(o,). Then there is a 
sequence {h,} in L’(w,) with f * h,, -+f,. Then &f‘) * 4(/z,,) +&f;,), so 
that (L’(q) * qb(f )) contains the dense principal ideal L’(oz) * qS(.f,,). 
Thus the first four conditions in the theorem are equivalent. 
We now examine conditions (e) and (f). In all cases let 
J=jgEL’(wz):e:,*g-tgJ. (2.3) 
It is clear that J is an ideal and, since {ek} is bounded, J is a closed ideal. 
Also J contains any element &f‘) in the range of d, for e:, * d(f) = 
$(e,, * ,f) -+ d(,f). Thus (d) implies (f). If (f) holds, the closed ideal J 
contains a standard element and must therefore be a standard ideal [ 12, 
Lemma (6.2) p. 5981. Since the range of 4 always contains some g with 
x(g) = 0 [14, Lemma (4.5)], the standard ideal J must be all of L’(o,). 
Hence (f) implies (e). 
We complete the proof by showing (e)*(g)* (h)=>(a). In all cases 
L’(w,) becomes a Banach L’(o,)-module under the multiplication 
f. g =4(f) * g. Condition (e) just says that {e,,} is a bounded 
approximate identity for the module L’(02). Thus (e)+(g) follows 
directly from the module form of the Cohen factorization theorem [3. 
Theorem 10, p. 611. 
Suppose now that (g) holds and let {&} be a net in M(w,) which 
converges in the strong operator topology to 2”. For h in L’(m), 
write h = d(f) * g as permitted by condition (g). Then $(j”,,) * h = 
d(k) *d(f) * g = 4(4 *f) * g -+ 4;" *f) * g=d(i) * 4(f) * g=4(i) * 11. 
Thus 4 is strong-operator-topology continuous. 
Finally we assume that 4 is strong-operator-topology continuous and 
prove that pt = &6,) is a strongly continuous semigroup. Since 6, is a 
strongly continuous semigroup, it converges to the identity 6, in the strong 
operator topology. Hence pr = b(6,) converges to 6, = d(6,) in the strong 
operator topology; that is, {CL,} is a strongly continuous semigroup. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Even when we do not know whether pl is strongly continuous, the next 
theorem shows that we can adapt the arguments of the previous theorem 
and of [14] to prove that Z= .Z and to obtain other descriptions for this 
set. In the theorem we use the notation of Theorem (2.2) and formulas 
(2.1) and (2.3). 
THEOREM (2.4). Suppose lim,, ~ o,(t)‘/‘< er, Irt u(t) = d(emmrr) and let 
R he the smallest closed ideul containing &L’(o,)) in L’(o,). Then we have 
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I= J= R = cl 
F 
u &f‘) * L’(w2) 
1 
= I,j &.f’) * Z 
=cl(u*Z,‘(o,))=cl(c*Z)=cl u .&*Z’(w,) 1 
L I ,o 1 
\r,herr the.first tltw unions ure mer ull , f  in L’(u),). 
Proqf: That I=~l[u,,~~~, * f,‘(oz)] is given in the proof of [ 14, 
Corollary (3.14)]. Because of the obvious inclusions among some of the 
sets in this theorem and the fact that Z, J, and R are ideals, to finish the 
proof it will be enough to show that both I and J contain R, that r * Z is 
dense in Z, and that JG U d(,f) * I. To handle Z and J simultaneously, we 
let {I,,,} be a bounded net in M(to, ) which converges to 3. in the strong 
operator topology. Define 
Clearly K is an ideal, which is closed, since j&i&,,) j is a bounded net. The 
norm continuity of 4 shows that K contains the range of 4, and, therefore, 
KS R. Specializing to the nets jp,) and (e:)i shows that Z and J both 
contain R. 
By composing with the isomorphism , f  He “‘f from L’(e “o,(t)) 
to L’(o,(t)), we can assume that r =0 (cf. the proof of [14, 
Corollary (3.13)]). When restricted to I, ZI, is a strongly continuous semi- 
group. Let ~ A be the generator of this semigroup. Just as in the proof of 
113, Theorem (3.10)], A ’ is the restriction of convolution by 1: to I, 
provided we show that if T is a multiplier of I, then there is a measure 2. 
such that r(f‘) =,f * i. for all , f  in 1. To see this let (T(e;,,)) be a subnet of 
(T(eI,)) converging weak* to a measure 2, say. Now for g = d(f’), with , f  
in L’(o,), we have 
T(g)=norm-lim 7(&f) * e:,)=+h(,f) * (weak*-Jim T(e:,,)) 
= g * 2. 
Now the relation T(g) = g * A holds by linearity and continuity for every 
g in R. Finally, let g E Z, and choose 0 #f~ R. Then g * f~ R. Hence 
and from the Titchmarsh convolution theorem it follows that T(g) = g * A. 
Thus A ’ is the restriction of convolution by u to Z. Hence v * Z equals the 
domain of A, which is dense in I, since -A is the generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup on I. 
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We now show that I = JG U &f‘) * I. From the above, we have 
that /E cl(v * I) E R E J. Now consider the ideal J as a Banach module 
over L’(co,) under the multiplication ,f-g =q!~(,j’) * g. Using the Cohen 
factorization theorem as in the proof of Theorem (2.2) we obtain 
J G U 4(f) * J E R c I. Thus I = J and hence J G U #(.f) * I. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
The arguments in Theorem (2.2) carry through without essential change 
to the Volterra algebra L’[O, 11. In this case all ideals are standard [ 11. 
so conditions (a) through (f) hold for all continuous non-zero endo- 
morphisms of L’[O, I]. 
3. REGULATED WEIGHTS 
The weight w(.Y) is reguluted nt a 3 0 if lim \ _ * o(.u + y)/(ti(s) = 0 for all 
J > N. The regulated weights were first considered and studied extensively 
by Bade and Dales [2] who show in particular [2, Lemma 1.4 and 
Theorem 2.23 that Q(X) is regulated at u if and only if convolution by g is 
a compact operator on L’(o) for all g in L’(w) with r(g)>u. Regulated 
weights are necessarily radical weights [2, Lemma I.21 and the weights 
regulated at 0 include the star-shaped weights, that is, the weights with 
W(X)‘!-’ decreasing to 0 [2, p. 821. For Banach algebras of power series, 
which are discrete analogous of weighted convolution algebras [ 131, the 
star-shaped weights are essentially the most general weights for which all 
closed ideals are known to be standard [ 173. On the other hand, there are 
weights w(x) regulated at 0 for which L’(o) has nonstandard ideals 
[4, Theorem 2.31. In this section we give some results relating various 
topoiogies on L’(o) when u(x) is regulated. These results let us prove, in 
particular, that if w?(x) is regulated, then all continuous non-zero 
homomorphisms 4: L’(w,) -+ L’(q) are standard, without any assump- 
tions about standard or nonstandard ideals in L’(w?). We start with an 
extension of the Bade-Dales result on compactness of convolution. An 
abstract form of the following lemma is given in [lo]. We give a proof for 
completeness. 
LEMMA (3.1). If’o(x) is regulated at a, and ~f,f’helongs to L’(w) with 
a(f) 3 a, then convolution /JJJ~ ,f is a compact operator on M(o)). 
Proof: Let p, be the operator of convolution by j’ on M(w). Then by 
the Bade-Dales results pr restricted to L’(w) is a compact operator. Let 
{P,,) be a bounded approximate identity of L’(w) bounded by I. Then for 
every /*E M(w), we have p,(p) = P * f= lim ~1 * (o,~ * f’) = lim p,(j~ * P,,). 
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Hence the set 
is contained in the norm closure of the set {pr (k * r,,) : llpll < 1, p E M(u), 
n = 1, 2, . . . }, which is compact by the compactness of the restriction of p, 
to L’(w). Thus P, is a compact operator on M(u), and the proof is 
complete. 
Combining the above lemma with results from 1141, we obtain the 
following result on bounded nets in M(o). 
THEOREM (3.2). Suppose that {pfl} is a bounded net in M(o), thut p 
belongs to M(u), and that g # 0 in L’(w) has a(g) 2 u. Zfw(.x) is regulated 
at a, then the .following are equivalent : 
(a) (p,,) converges to p in the weak*-topology on M(w) = C,(l/w)*. 
(b) p,, * g converges to p * g in the weak*-topology. 
(c) v,, * g converges to p * g in norm in L’(0). 
Proof The equivalence of (a) and (b) is given in [ 14, Lemma (3.2)] 
(without the assumption that w(x) is regulated or that a(g) > a), so we just 
need to prove that (b) implies (c). The compactness of convolution by g 
implies that {pL, * g} is a precompact set, so that its weak*-convergence to 
1( * g implies its norm convergence to the same limit. This completes the 
proof. 
When a = 0, the above theorem has the following simple reformulation. 
COROLLARY (3.3). Suppose that S is u norm-bounded subset of M(o). If 
o(x) is regulated at 0, then the weak*- and strong-operator topologies on 
M(u) agree when restricted to S. This topology on S is also given by anq’ qf 
the norms IIplIR= 111-1 * g(l for a non-zero g in L’(o). 
We now show that homomorphisms are always standard for regulated 
weights. 
THEOREM (3.4). Suppose that CJ~: L’(o,) + L’(o,) is a continuous non- 
zero homomorphism. If oz(x) is regulated at any a 3 0, then 4 is standard. 
Proof. Let p, =&S,) and let g be a standard element in L’(w,) with 
cc(g) >/a. It follows from Theorem(3.4)(B) or Theorem (3.6)(A) of [14] 
that the weak*-limit of p, as t + 0 is the identity 6,. Hence we have, from 
Theorem (3.2) above, that pr * g --f g in norm for the standard g in L’fo,). 
So, by Theorem (2.2), 4 is standard and the proof is complete. 
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It follows now from Theorem (2.2)(h) that 4: M(o,) -+ M(Q) is strong- 
operator-topology continuous when oz(x) is regulated. When o,(x) is 
regulated, we have the following analogous result for the weak*-topologies. 
THEOREM (3.5). Suppose that qS:L’(w,) + L’(07) is u continuous non- 
zero homomorphism. If w,(x) is regulated at some a 3 0, then the e.utension 
4: N(o,) + M(o+) is ti’euk*-continuous. 
ProoJ We will show that q5 is continuous by defining a bounded linear 
operator T: C,(l/w,) + C,(l/w,) whose adjoint is 4. As before let 
,u~ = &6,.). For .f‘ in C,( 1/02) we define the function rfby Tf(x) = (A p,). 
We first show that rf belongs to C,(l/w,). Since -YH~.~ is weak*- 
continuous [ 14, Theorem (3.6)], Tf is a continous function. Choose some 
g in L’(o,) with q5( g) # 0 for which convolution by g is compact. Then 
(6,/o,(x)) * g converges to 0 in norm in L’(w,) as x -+ CCI [2, p. SS], 
so that (~,/o~(.Y)) * Q)(g) --+O in norm in L’(w& Hence, by [14, 
Lemma (3.3)], P~/w,(x) + 0 weak* in M(o,). But this just says that 
lim,, ,(Tf:f(~~)l~,(.~))=O, so that Tf does belong to C,( l/o, ). 
It is easy to see that T is a bounded operator. For / T(,f)(.x)/o,(x)~ = 
Let S be the closed unit ball in M(o,). We complete the proof by 
showing that T* and 4 agree on S. Since T* is weak*-continuous and the 
set of linear combinations of 6.‘~ is w*-dense in M(o), its values are deter- 
mined by the set {7’*(6,)). But 4 is also weak*-continuous on S. For if 
{,u,,} is a bounded net in M(o,) w ic converges weak* to p, then, since h’ h 
o,(x) is regulated, it follows from Theorem (3.2) above that there is a g 
with d(g) f 0 and P, * g + P * g in norm. Then $(A) * 4 g) + 0) * cb( g), 
so qQ,) --) d(p) weak*, by [14, Lemma (3.3)]. Thus we need only show 
that q5(6,) = T*(6,) for all x. But for all f in C,( l/wz) we have 
(.f; $(a,)) = Tfb)= (TL 8,) = (.L T*(d,)). 
This completes the proof. 
Combining the last two theorems with Theorem (2.2)(h) we obtain 
COROLLARY (3.6). Suppose that 4: L’(o,) + L’(o,) is a continuous 
non-zero homomorphism. If both o,(x) und C+(X) are regulated, then the 
extension of C$ to the corresponding measure algebras is continuous in the 
norm, weak*, and strong operator topologies. 
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